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POPULAR SUMMARY

HJZ, August 15, 2001

ICESat's Laser Measurements of Polar Ice, Atmosphere, Ocean, and Land

The Ice, Cloud and Land Elevation Satellite (ICESat) mission will measure changes in elevation

of the Greenland and Antarctic ice sheets as part of NASA's Earth Observing System (EOS) of

satellites. Time-series of elevation changes will enable determination of the present-day mass

balance of the ice sheets, study of associations between observed ice changes and polar climate,

and estimation of the present and future contributions of the ice sheets to global sea level rise.

Other scientific objectives of ICESat include: global measurements of cloud heights and the

vertical structure of clouds and aerosols; precise measurements of land topography and

vegetation canopy heights; and measurements of sea ice roughness, sea ice thickness, ocean

surface elevations, and surface reflectivity. The Geoscience Laser Altimeter System (GLAS) on

ICESat has a 1064 nm laser channel for surface altimetry and dense cloud heights and a 532 nm

lidar channel for the vertical distribution of clouds and aerosols. The accuracy of surface

ranging is 10 cm, averaged over 60 m diameter laser footprints spaced at 172 m along-track.

The orbital altitude will be around 600 km at an inclination of 94 ° with a 183-day repeat pattern.

The on-board GPS receiver will enable radial orbit determinations to better than 5 cm, and star-

trackers will enable footprints to be located to 6 m horizontally. The spacecraft attitude will be

controlled to point the laser beam to within __.35 m of reference surface tracks at high latitudes.

ICESat is designed to operate for 3 to 5 years and should be followed by successive missions to

measure ice changes for at least 15 years.
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Abstract

The Ice, Cloud and Land Elevation Satellite (ICESat) mission will measure changes in elevation

of the Greenland and Antarctic ice sheets as part of NASA's Earth Observing System (EOS) of

satellites. Time-series of elevation changes will enable determination of the present-day mass

balance of the ice sheets, study of associations between observed ice changes and polar climate,

and estimation of the present and future contributions of the ice sheets to global sea level rise.

Other scientific objectives of ICESat include: global measurements of cloud heights and the

vertical structure of clouds and aerosols; precise measurements of land topography and

vegetation canopy heights; and measurements of sea ice roughness, sea ice thickness, ocean

surface elevations, and surface reflectivity. The Geoscience Laser Altimeter System (GLAS) on

ICESat has a I064 nm laser channel for surface altimetry and dense cloud heights and a 532 nm

|idar channel for the vertical distribution of clouds and aerosols• The accuracy of surface ranging

is l0 cm, averaged over 60 m diameter laser footprints spaced at 172 m along-track. The orbital

altitude will be around 600 km at an inclination of 94" with a 183-day repeat pattern. The on-
board GPS receiver will enable radial orbit determinations to better than 5 cm, and star-trackers

will enable footprints to be located to 6 m horizontally. The spacecraft attitude will be controlled

to point the laser beam to within + 35 m of reference surface tracks at high latitudes• ICESat is

designed to operate for 3 to 5 years and should be followed by successive missions to measure

ice changes for at least 15 years.
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1. Introduction

As noted in the 1992 IPCC Supplement on Scientific Assessment of Climate Change, the largest

uncertainty about sea level is "rooted in our inadequate understanding of polar ice sheets whose

response to climate change also affects predictions of sea level rise" [Houghton, et al., 1992].

The National Academy of Sciences [ 1990] stated that "possible changes in the mass balance of

the Greenland and Antarctic ice sheets are fundamental gaps in our understanding and are crucial

to the quantification and refinement of sea-level forecasts." This uncertainty was further iterated

by Fitzharris et al., [ 1996], who noted that "monitoring of key components of the cryosphere

must continue. The mass balance of the ice sheets of the world is poorly known." Although sea

level changes in response to input from ice caps and glaciers, as well as thermal expansion of the

ocean itself, the ice sheets contain the potential for the most significant contribution to sea level

rise simply because they contain so much ice. The impact of even small rises in sea level has

been widely studied. Aside from the threat of inundation faced by low-lying coastal areas,

increased beach erosion that would occur before inundation, for example, is a serious economic

concern [Yohe and Schlesinger, 1998; Neumann et al., 2000].

The primary purpose of ICESat (Figure 1.1 and http://icesat.gsfc.nasa.gov/) is the determination

of inter-annual and long-term changes in polar ice-sheet mass, the causes of changes in mass

balance (polar precipitation, ice melting, or ice flow acceleration/deceleration), and the impact of

these changes on global sea level. Changes in ice mass (Figure 1.2) are caused by an imbalance

between the ice mass inputs (snowfall, condensation, and occasional rainfall) and outputs

(evaporation, melt runoff, iceberg discharge, and snow drift removal). Conventional methods of

studying ice sheet mass balance examine the difference between the mass input and output terms,

but significant errors in these quantities have limited determinations to about _ 25% [Warrick et

al, 1996], which is equivalent to _+2 mm/yr of sea level change. Measurements of sea level from

the TOPEX/POSEIDON radar altimeter show a current rise of +2.1 + 1.3 mm/yr [Nerem et al.,

1997], which is comparable to the rise over the last century measured by tide gauges [Warrick et

al., 1996].

The concept of using satellite-altimeters to measure ice elevation changes and determine ice-

sheet mass balance [Zwally, 1975] is based on the simple relationship of ice surface elevation

changes to changes in ice thickness and therefore ice mass. Surface elevation changes are

equivalent to ice thickness changes minus the vertical motion of the bedrock, which is generally

smaller and can be separately estimated. In addition, short-term changes caused by variations in

rates of near-surface firn compaction must be accounted for [Arthern and Wingham, 1998 and

Zwally and Jun, submitted]. Despite the limitations of ocean radar altimeters over the sloping

surfaces on ice sheet, elevation changes from radar altimeter measurements that are indicative of

changes in ice mass balance have been reported [e.g. Zwally, 1989; Davis et a1.,1998; and

Wingham etal., 1998, Zwally and Brenner, 2001]. In 1979, satellite laser altimetry was proposed

[Campbell et al, 1979] for measurement of ice sheet elevation changes, because of the



advantagesof thesmaller laserfootprintandtherestrictionof laser reflections to a small surface

layer.

Prediction of sea level rise during the next century requires not only an assessment of the current

rates of mass gain or loss of the Greenland and Antarctic ice sheets, but information on how the

ice balance changes with changes in polar precipitation, temperature, cloudiness, and perhaps

other factors. All of these factors, including the ice sheet surface mass balance processes,

undergo interannual and decadal variations as well as longer term changes. Therefore, ICESat

should be followed by successive missions to measure ice changes for at least 15 years.

In atmospheric science, incomplete knowledge of clouds and aerosols causes one of the main

uncertainties in modeling and prediction of global climate warming. Climate is especially

influenced by the vertical structure and horizontal coverage of clouds, which alter the radiative

fluxes at the top and bottom of the atmosphere and determine the vertical distribution of

atmospheric heating rates. In particular, direct knowledge of cloud heights has been a limiting

factor. In addition, while the climatic effect of increasing CO2 and other greenhouse gases is

well known, a concurrent increase in anthropogenic aerosols is believed to have an opposite

cooling effect [Trenberth, 1996]. Aerosols affect the earth's energy budget and climate by

scattering and absorbing radiation (direct effect) and altering cloud particle size and number

density, which ultimately affects the cloud albedo, scattering and absorption properties (indirect

effect). The exact magnitude of the aerosol cooling is unknown, but is thought to offset a

substantial fraction of the greenhouse warming. A major reason for the uncertainty has been the

limited ability to make global observations of tropospheric aerosols, especially over land.

ICESat will provide continuous global measurements of vertical cloud and aerosol structure and

optical depth, planetary boundary layer height, and polar tropospheric and stratospheric clouds

for the first time. The direct and unambiguous lidar data will also be used for validation of the

cloud and aerosol retrievals from the passive sensors on other EOS satellites. Passive sensors

view cloud tops very well, but the presence of upper layer clouds limits their ability to

distinguish multi-level cloud formations and to determine the vertical distribution of clouds.

Unique aspects of ICESat's lidar are the direct measurements of cloud heights, monitoring of

aerosol distributions over land, and all-year measurements of clouds and aerosols in polar

regions. In polar regions, improved measurements of clouds is especially important for

understanding the radiation balance and for improving the atmospheric modeling of

precipitation, both of which directly affect the surface ice mass balance.

The land topographic measurements of ICESat will provide a network of high-accuracy profiles

along the 183-day repeat tracks with a maximum cross-track separation of 15 km at the equator.

These observations will improve digital elevation models where geodetic control is scarce,

particularly in the higher-latitude regions. Repeat laser profiling and crossover analysis may be

used to detect changes in land elevation caused by geologic processes such as soil erosion,

sediment transport, and magma inflation of volcanoes. Changes in inland water levels can also

be monitored and vegetation height can be measured in low-relief areas. An important feature of



ICESatis thecapabilityto accuratelypointthespacecraftto off-nadir targetsof opportunity,
suchasvolcanicaerosolplumesor regionsinundatedbyfloods.

ICESatmeasurements(Figure 1.3)will bemadeby theGeoscienceLaserAltimeterSystem
(GLAS), whichhasa 1064nm laserchannelfor surfacealtimetryanddensecloudheightsanda
532 nm lidarchannelfor theverticaldistributionof cloudsandaerosols.Laserfootprintswith
60 m diameterand 172m along-trackspacingwill haveasurface-rangingaccuracyof I0 cm.
ICESat'sorbital altitudewill be600 km at aninclinationof 94° with a 183-dayrepeatpattern.
Theon-boardGPSsystemwill enableradialorbit determinationsto betterthan5 cm,andstar-
trackersin GLAS andon thespacecraftwill enablefootprintsto be locatedto 5 m horizontally.
Spacecraftpointing of the laserbeamcanbecontrolledto within + 30 m on the surface for

precise control of repeat tracks over the ice sheets to + 35 m.

The ICESat spacecraft and GLAS instrumentation are designed to operate continuously for a

minimum of 3 years with a goal of 5 years. Full-scale development of GLAS began in May of

1997 at NASA's Goddard Space Flight Center, and Ball Aerospace Corporation contracted to

build the ICESat spacecraft in February 1998. The launch of ICESat on a Boeing Delta-2 rocket

from Vandenberg, California is planned for December 2001, along with a second payload,

CATSAT, from the University of New Hampshire.

2. Ice Sheet Science

The huge ice sheets of Greenland and Antarctica hold enough fresh water to raise global sea

level by 80 meters if they melted completely. Although major melting is not imminent, the ice

sheets change continually in response to natural processes and are expected to respond

greenhouse-induced climate warming as well. The annual mass exchange between the ice sheets

and the ocean is about 8 mm/year of global sea level equivalent, so even small changes in this

rate of mass exchange are significant. Moreover, some parts of the ice sheets may be more

susceptible to rapid changes. The West Antarctic Ice Sheet alone contains the equivalent of 6-7

meters of sea level rise and rests on a bed far below sea level, a configuration that may make it

susceptible to dynamic instabilities [Bindschadler, 1998; Oppenheimer, 1998; Bentley, 1997].

The Greenland ice sheet is only about 1/8 as large as the Antarctic ice sheet but may be more

vulnerable to climate warming because summer melting already occurs over much of its surface.

Antarctica straddles the South pole and has a dominant influence on its own climate, and on the

surrounding ocean. Surface melting during summer is mostly restricted to peripheral ice shelves

and some near coast parts of the ice sheet [Zwally and Fiegles, 1994]. Away from the coast,

much of Antarctica is a cold desert with very low precipitation rates. Ice drainage is primarily

through outlet glaciers and ice streams, some of which penetrate deep into the heart of the ice

sheet moving at speeds of a few hundred meters per year to over 1 km/yr in some cases. Many

glaciers and ice streams converge into floating ice shelves, which are also fed by snow
accumulation on their surfaces. Thus, ice loss from the Antarctic ice sheet is primarily through

the ice shelves by basal melting and iceberg calving at the ice fronts. The ice shelves thin



towardstheir seawardice fronts,partlyby icecreepandpartlyby basalmeltingat ratesgenerally
of afew tensof cm/yr. Althoughmasschangesin thefloating iceshelveshavenodirecteffect
on sealevel,butchangesin the iceshelvescouldaltertheir buttressingeffectson theicestreams
andtheir ratesof dischargefrom theicesheets.

By contrast,theGreenlandclimateis stronglyaffectedby its proximity to otherlandmassesand
to theNorthAtlantic, with thewarmGulf Streamto thesouthandregionsof North Atlantic deep

water production to the east and west. Summer melting occurs over about 20 % of the ice-sheet

surface [Abdalati and Steffen, 1997], depending on summer temperatures, with most of the

resulting melt water flowing into the sea. The average accumulation rate in the accumulation

zone is about 26 cm water/yr, compared to 16 cm water/yr for Antarctica. The zone of net

ablation, which is about 9 % of the total Greenland ice sheet, has an average annual net mass loss

of 126 cm water/yr. Although the Greenland ice sheet is smaller, its total annual exchange of

water with the ocean is about 25% as large as for Antarctica. Ice-core data from the summit of

the Greenland ice sheet indicate that Greenland temperatures and accumulation rates can change

significantly over periods of a few years to decades [Alley et al., 1993].

Ice sheets thicken by snow accumulation and thin by snow densification, ice creep and motion,

and evaporation and melting. Rates of snowfall, evaporation, densification, and melting change

significantly throughout the year and from one year to the next; ice creep and ice motion exhibit

only small changes on sub-decadal time scales. Consequently, the ice surface rises and falls in

response to the seasonal and interannual changes. The magnitude of this short-term elevation

variability is poorly known, but is estimated to be on the order of tens of cm to a meter over the

accumulation zones of Greenland and Antarctica. Near the coasts, where snow accumulation and

melt rates are higher, this short-term variability may increase to a few meters. These short-term

changes must be monitored for two major reasons: to infer the interannuat variability of snow-

accumulation and melting rates, and to reveal the longer-term changes in ice-sheet volume that

could seriously affect sea level.

Ice sheets are actually complex composites of individual drainage systems or basins, some of

which are characterized by fast-moving low-gradient ice streams bordered by slowly flowing ice,

some by huge outlet glaciers through peripheral mountain ranges, and others by broad expanses

of open sheet flow with only small, localglaciers. Estimated thickening/thinning rates tend to be

small (e.g. < 0.1 m/yr) over the accumulation regions, and considerably larger (several tenths to

more than 1 m/yr) over the ice streams and seaward margins. Thickening or thinning trends will

undoubtedly be different for each major ice drainage basin. The dynamic behavior of a

particular drainage system may be nearly independent of the dynamic behavior of its neighbors,

and variations in the surface mass balance, as may be driven by changes in atmospheric

circulation and storm tracks, can differ from basin to basin. Consequently, elevation changes

must be measured over all the major drainage basins, and in enough spatial detail to detect major

redistributions of volume within each basin. Details of the mass redistribution will help explain

whether the changes are caused by long-term dynamical effects on the ice flow or by shorter-

term climatic effects on the surface mass balance.
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Basedon veryrecentresults,theGreenlandicesheethasanegativenetbalance,contributing
almost10%to thetotal observedsea-levelrise [Krabiil et al.,2000]. Takenasa whole,the
higher-elevationpartsof the icesheetarecloseto balance[Thomaset al., 2000a;Daviset al,
2000],but thereis significantnear-coastalthinning[Krabill et al.,2000;Abdalati et al., in press],
at ratesup to 10m/yr on onemajoroutlet glacier[Thomaset ai.,2000b]. Theresultsathigher
elevationsarefrom threeindependentanalyses,usingsatelliteradar-altimeterdata(only southof
72° N), aircraft laser-altimeterdata,andcomparisonof total icedischargewith totalsurface
accumulation.However,theassessmentof near-coastalthinningwaspossibleonly by the
airbornelaser-altimetermeasurements.While theairbornelasersystemprovidesaccurate
changemeasurementsin the lower-elevationmarginsof the icesheets(whereradaraltimetryis
limited bythesurfaceslopesandundulations),theairbornemeasurementsarelimited in their
spatialandtemporalcoverage.Usuallysurveyflights aremadeonly in the late-spring/early
summerat intervalsof about5 years.Therefore,themeasuredchangesarenecessarily
characteristicof summer-to-summertrendsandmaybebiasedby undetectedinterannual
variability. Forexample,Bromwichetal. [in press]showsincreasesin precipitationoverthe
interiorof the icesheetnorthof 70° N in themid to late1990'sthatmightnot havebeen
capturedin theairborne-measuredelevationchanges.This highlightsthe importanceof
monitoringfuturebehaviorof Greenlandregionswith ICESatdata,andof makingsimilar
surveysovertheAntarctic icesheetwhereaircraftsurveysarenotpractical.

Theobjectiveof ICESatis to measureprofilesof icesheetsurfaceelevationwith sufficient
accuracy,spatialdensity,andtemporalcoveragesothatinter-annualandlong-termelevation
changescanbederivedwith anaccuracyof < 1.5cm/yr for spatial-averagesof measurements
overareasof 100km x 100km on theicesheets.Thespatialscaleis requiredto resolvedetails
of thebasinscalemassredistributionandtheeffectsof changesin majoricestreamsandoutlet
glaciers.Thevertical resolutionisrequiredto resolvechangesthatareabout10%of the
accumulationrateasa typical value. In regionswheretheaccumulationis higherthanaverage,a
lesserresolutionwould beacceptable,whereasin someinterior low accumulationregionsa
largerspatialaveragingwill beusedto achieveabetterthan1.5cm/yr accuracy.

Theelevationprofiles will consistof themeanelevationsoverthe60m laserfootprints,with an
elevationaccuracyof 15cm,spacedat 172metersalong-trackasdescribedin othersections.
Thepatternof ICESatgroundtracksoverthemarginof west-centralGreenlandis shownin
Figure2.1. Surfaceelevationchangesareusuallycalculatedatcrossoversbetweensuccessive
ascendinganddescendingpassesoverthesamelocation(acrossoverpoint),by interpolation
betweensuccessivefootprints. Analysisof theerror causedby interpolationhasbeenestimated
with aircraft laserdatato be lessthanseveralcm overmostof the icesheetswherethesurface
undulationsbetweenfootprintsaresmall. Spatialaveragesof elevationchangesareobtainedby
averagingtheelevationdifferencesata setof crossoversin achosenarea,typically 50km by 50
km or larger,takinginto accountthevaryingtimeintervalsbetweenthemeasurements.For
randomerrors,approximately100crossoversdifferencesarerequiredto reducetheerroron the
meanelevationchangeto 1.5cm. Overmostof the icesheets,thenumberof available
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crossoversshouldbesufficient to achieve< 1.5 cm/yr over I00 km by 100 km areas, using the

conservative assumption of 50% loss due to cloud cover (i.e. 75% crossover loss). Furthermore,

in addition to differences at crossovers, considerably more elevation differences will be obtained

from analysis of the precise-repeat track profiles that will be maintained to within + 35 m cross-
track.

Time-series of surface elevations, H(t), having sufficient resolution to show seasonal changes are

created by the sequence of average crossover differences between the first 90-day interval and

each of the successive 90-day intervals, combined with the sequence from the second interval

crossed with each successive interval, and so forth for the sequences for the third and greater

intervals [Zwally and Brenner, 2001]. As the length of the measurement period increases, the

number of crossovers for analysis increases in proportion to time squared. For an average of M

crossovers in each pair for N time intervals, the total number of crossovers in the series for the

first sequence from crossovers with the first interval is N x M. However, the total number of

crossovers in the combined H(t) series for all sequence is M x _l N (n) = M x N(N+I)/2, which

is (N+ 1)/2 times larger. In addition to the traditional crossover differences, elevation differences

from the precise-repeat track profiles can be included in the time series in a similar manner. The

H(t) time series is then analyzed to infer the character of the changes, for example, a seasonal

cycle imposed on a linear trend.

H(t) time series constructed from crossovers from 7 years of ERS- 1 and ERS-2 data at two

locations in West Antarctica, are shown in Figure 2.2. In each case, crossovers within a 100 km

radius and + 250 m elevation of the central point are included. The data are corrected for an

unexpected inter-satellite bias that was determined by Brenner et al. [2000] from analysis of

crossover differences acquired during the 12 months of overlapping operation of ERS-1 and

ERS-2. The bias was found to vary with received backscatter power, which depends on the

surface slope and therefore varies with elevation. In this region, the bias lowers the ERS-2

elevations relative to ERS-1 by 17.4 cm at 500 m elevation and 11 cm at 2000 m.

The first H(t) series, which is centered at Byrd Station (80 ° S, 120 ° W) at 1526 m, shows a linear

increase of 11.9 cm/yr and a peak-to-peak seasonal amplitude of 67 cm. The second location

(76 ° S, 105 ° W) at 892 m elevation about 100 km inland of the Thwaites Glacier tongue has a

significant thinning of -20.5 cm/yr, with only a small and irregular seasonal amplitude of 13 cm.

For the ice sheet summit (72.57 ° N, 38.45 ° W) in Greenland, a fitted seasonal amplitude of 20

cm with more interannual variability than at Byrd has been modeled [Zwally and Jun, submitted]

using a temperature-dependent rate of firn compaction and the observed seasonal and interannual

variations in temperature from automatic-weather-station data [K. Steffen, Pers. Com.]. Most of

the annual compaction of the upper layers of firn occurs during the warmer summer months, as

illustrated by the March minimum in the fitted seasonal amplitudes in Figure 2.2.

Previously, Wingham et al. [1998] reported a -11.7 + 1.0 cm/yr thinning trend averaged over the

Pine Island Glacier and Thwaites Glacier drainage basins for the period 1992-1996, also from

ERS data. This region is of particular interest, because Pine Island and Thwaites Glaciers drain a



largepartof theWestAntarctic icesheetandmaybeundergoingsignificantchanges[Vaughan
et al, 2001]. For example,recentanalysisof SAR interferometryshowedthepositionof the
hingeline of thePineIslandglacierretreated1.2km/yr in thesameperiodasthealtimeter
measurementsof elevationchange[Rignot, 1998]. In theregionfrom 110° to 130° W, the
elevationchangesrangefrom about- 30cm/yr to + 25cm/yr,asshownin themapof dH/dt in
Figure2.3. The dH/dt increasesaregenerallyat thehigherelevationsandalongtheridge
betweenthePineIslandandtheRoss-IceShelf drainagebasins.

During 3to 5 yearsof ICESat-1operation,anestimateof theoverall icesheetmassbalanceand
sealevelcontributionduring theperiodof measurementswill beobtained.Oneestimateof the
accuracyof a linear trenddeducedfrom ICESatdataover5 yearsfor all of Antarcticais - 7
mm/yr of waterequivalent,includingerrorsin theestimatesof firn compactionandpostglacial
rebound[Wahret al.,2000]. Their estimateof theaccuracyfor deducinglong-termtrendswas9
mm/yr,obtainedby includingthedifferencebetweenatypical5-yearandcentury-scaletrends
from simulationsof variationsin Antarcticprecipitation.

Currently,correctionfor post-glacialreboundis madeusingcoupledmodelsof icesheet
evolutionandthevisco-elasticresponseof thesolidEarth[HuybrechtsandLe Meur, 1999]. In
thefuture,however,estimatesof thebasalmotioncanbeimproved[Wahret al.,2000] through
thecombinedanalysisof datafrom ICESatandtheGravityRecoveryandClimateExperiment
(GRACE)missions,which areexpectedto fly concurrently.Gravity measurementsaresensitive
to changesin massunderthesatellite,includingmassdueto crustaluplift andmantleinflow and
themassof snowandice in the icesheet.For agivenmasschange,thesurfaceheightchanges
wouldbe in theratioof 1to 3.5to 10,respectively,for isostaticuplift, changesin solid ice,and
changesin snowaccumulationat thesurfacebecauseof their differentmassdensities.
Therefore,measurementsof bothchangein heightandchangein gravitymakeit possibleto
improvethepost-glacialreboundestimates,with anaccuracythatimproveswith the lengthof
concurrentmeasurements.

Theimportanceof continuedice-elevationchangemeasurementsafterthefirst ICESatis
illustratedby thevariability in theareaof Greenlandsurfacemeltobservedfrom satellitepassive
microwavedataover 17-yearsandits correlationwith temperatureFigure2.4. Whereasthe
passivemicrowaveonly providestheareaof surfacemelting,ICESat'selevationchangeswill
providethevolumeof melt waterproducedfrom themarginalablationzones.While ratesof ice
flow in theicesheetschangeonly slightly ondecadaltimescales,thesurfacemassbalanceand
massexchangeswith theatmosphereandoceanchangeinstantaneouslywith changesin
precipitationandmelting. For thepurposeof understandingandpredictingchangesin icemass
andsealevel,observationof therelationshipsbetweenchangesin icemeltingandaccumulation
andconcurrentchangesin climateoverdecadaltimescalesisessential.ICESatdataonseasonal
andinter-annualchangesin surfaceelevationwill provideuniqueinformationfor validationof
atmosphericmodelsof precipitation-evaporationin polar regions,aswell asenergy-balance
modelsof surfacemeltingandsnowaccumulationon theicesheets.
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3. Atmospheric Science

For several decades, the value of a satellite lidar to directly measure the height distribution of

clouds and aerosol in the atmosphere has been considered [Curran, 1989]. Current satellite and

other data provide considerable information on cloud and aerosol distributions [e.g. Rossow and

Cairns, 1995]. However, some critical parameters can only be obtained by active optical

profiling. Specifically, passive techniques can not resolve the height profile of aerosols, which is

required for modeling aerosol transport and height-resolved radiative heating/cooling effects.

For transmissive and multi-layer clouds, passive techniques are limited in accuracy. The ICESat

GLAS active lidar profiling will supplement passive cloud sensing with data to vertically resolve

the heating and cooling effects of global cloud cover and aerosols.

The concept of the GLAS atmospheric lidar measurements as a combined measurement with

laser surface altimeter is based on the fundamental compatibility of basic instrument

requirements. Although atmospheric signals are typically much smaller than for the surface

return signals, the vertical resolution requirement is much less; 75 m is sufficient for almost all

requirements. As is well known, the signal to noise of measurements increases with decreasing

bandwidth or resolution. Thus there is compatibility in the laser radar, power-aperture product

requirements between precision surface altimetry and basic profiling of clouds and aerosol in the

atmosphere. The cost of a space borne mission to obtain both observations is significantly less

than for two separate experiments.

3.1. Atmospheric Measurement Objectives

The atmospheric science objectives for cloud heights and vertical profiles, polar clouds, aerosol

profiles, planetary-boundary-layer heights, and cloud filtering for surface altimetry are described

here. The GLAS measurement of cloud heights and vertical profiles are described in detail in

Spinhirne and Palm [ 1996]. The along-track laser measurements provide an image of the

vertical structure, or morphology of cloud systems as shown in Figure 3.1 using aircraft data

adjusted to simulate GLAS data. Such morphology information has applications for studies of

cloud and storm formation processes. As an example, recent studies indicate that many thick-

cirrus clouds form primarily from precipitation by very-thin generating layers. Such layers and

their precise height can be clearly determined from the structure revealed by the laser imaging.

The correlation of generating layer with temperature and humidity fields will aid the

parameterization of cirrus formation processes. Combined with passive measurements of clouds,

the active measurements will significantly enhance progress on determining the 4-D distribution

of cloud optical properties and the relationships between these properties and cloud liquid water,

ice mass, and water vapor.

Optically thin, or sub-visual, cirrus clouds are potentially a significant greenhouse component of

the atmosphere [Jensen, et al., 1996]. Recent measurements indicate that over half of the warm-

pool region in the Western Pacific is typically covered by a sub-visible layer of cirrus at the
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tropopause.Although theoptical thicknessof this layeris small,thenetradiativeimpactover
theentire regionisestimatedto besignificant. Reliabledetectionandappropriatesamplingis
notpossiblebypassivemeans.The GLAS lidar will providea verysensitivemeasureof the
presence,heightandthicknessof tenuouscirrus layers.

A majorgoal is to observemultiple-layeredandbroken-cloudcover,aswell astheheightof the
cloudtops. For a largefractionof cloudcover,GLAS will detectthecloud-baseheight. Cloud
effectsonsurfacewarmingarelargelyrelatedto thecloudcomponentof thedownward
atmosphericflux. A principaldeterminingfactorof thecloudflux componentis thedistribution
of cloud-baseheights. For cloudsforming in thePBL, thecloudbaseindicatesthelifting
condensationlevel (LCL). TheLCL is asignificantvariablefor boundarylayerdynamics.From
theLCL, thenearsurfacemoistureovertheoceanscanbeaccuratelyderived[Palm,etal.,
1998].

Polarcloudobservationswill havespecialvalue,becausepassivetechniquesarelimited by
darknesspartof theyearandcold temperaturesandbrightbackgrounds(snowandice) therestof
theyear. GLAS measurementswill unambiguouslydefinecloudtypeandfraction,which define
thenetradiationbalanceof theArctic regionsandstronglyaffectatmosphericdynamics.In the
cold seasonsin theArctic, hazes of small ice crystals, or diamond dust, occur in the lower

troposphere greatly reducing visibility. The ice crystals are an important factor in the radiation

transfer, which determines the vertical temperature and humidity structure of the winter Arctic

atmosphere. For studies of ice sheet mass balance, cloudless ice-crystal precipitation is believed

to be a dominant source of precipitation in large areas of Antarctica. GLAS active laser sensing

will give the first spatial and temporal distribution of clouds and diamond dust for polar

precipitation.

Aerosol profiles provided by the GLAS instrument will uniquely define the vertical aerosol

structure throughout the troposphere over land and ocean. Vertically-elevated layers of

particulates are transported over long ranges and have been linked to major climate and

atmospheric-chemistry impacts. Also, transported aerosols are thought to influence air quality

and ocean nutrients. Ground-based lidar measurements have long been a standard for monitoring

volcanic aerosol layers in the stratosphere. The ICESat measurements will give global coverage

of episodic aerosol events such as volcanic emissions, biomass burning, ablated desert soils,

continental particulates, and arctic haze. When coupled with wind direction and speed, the

vertical distribution of aerosol trace materials provides information on aerosol mass transport.

Long-range transport of trace gases and aerosols is a dominating factor in the global chemical

balance, for which accurate aerosol vertical-profile information is required.

The planetary boundary layer height (PLB) is a basic parameter linking the surface to

atmosphere dynamics, especially over the world oceans. However, there is currently no way to

obtain accurate PBL height measurements on a global basis. GLAS observations will determine

the heights of cloud-capped boundary layers with high accuracy. In many areas, GLAS

observations will also determine the height of the mixed layer from the aerosol scattering
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structure.Globalobservationsof thePBLheightwill beveryimportantfor verificationof
modelsandthestudyof PBL parameterizations.

For surfacealtimetry,theGLAS signalis sufficientto penetratea largefractionof cloudsand
obtainasurfacereturnfor anelevationmeasurement.Currentdataonpolarcloudcover
indicatesthattheoptical thicknessissufficiently low for asurfacelasersignalto beobtained
from someicesheetareaswhenclassifiedascloudcovered.In conditionsof partial transmission
throughclouds,small-anglescatteringof photonsfrom cloudparticleswill causesomephotons
to takea longerpathlengthwhile still remainingwithin theGLAS field-of-view. The signalfor
thedelayedphotonsappearslaterin thereceivedwaveformandtheconsequentasymmetric
waveformaffectstherangeaccuracy[Dudaet al.,2000], dependingon thewaveformfitting
procedurediscussedin section7. Scatteringfrom cirrus cloudsin particularis highly forward
peaked,andmayaffectasignificantfractionof thescatteredphotons.However,theconsequent
delayis lessfor highcloudsthanfor low-levelclouds,becausemostof themultiply scattered
photonswill exit thefield of view beforestriking theground.Theidentificationof cloud
influencedsurfacereturnswill beprovideddirectly by thelidarchannel. In principal, range
correctionsfor forwardscatteringcouldbecalculatedif sufficient informationon thecloud
scatteringisavailable.

3.2. Atmospheric Measurement Capabilities

GLAS will measure the vertical structure of cloud and aerosol with sufficient vertical and

horizontal resolution to resolve large-scale dynamically and energetically important variability.

Sufficient accuracy is needed for the optical thickness and vertical profile of total cross section to

be obtained up to a limit of approximately 2-3 in optical depth. The vertical structure will be

measured over the entire orbit including sunlit and dark scenes. The parameters needed from the

GLAS observations are the height of boundaries and variables which relate to the radiation and

other influence of clouds and aerosols. The basic parameter that defines the integrated-radiative

influence of a layer is optical thickness. For vertical resolution of radiative forcing, the total

extinction cross section (absorption plus scattering) is needed. Both the extinction cross section

and optical thickness are derived parameters, which involve the height resolved laser scattering

data and appropriate retrieval algorithms. For boundary layer and LCL height levels, the heights

are derived values from analysis of the aerosol and cloud scattering structure.

Table 3.2.

Cross Section Vertical Horizontal Measurement

(1/m-sr) Resolution Resolution Accuracy

> 10 .4 75 m 200 m 5 %

10 .4 - 10-_ 300 m 10 km 10 %

I0 _ - 10 .7 300 m 50 km 20 %
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In orderto fulfill thesciencerequirements,GLAS mustmeasuretheatmosphericscatteredsignal
at theaccuraciesandspatialscalesgivenin Table3a. Thesevaluesarebasedonacomplex
analysisandextensiveexperiencewith aircraft lidar remotesensing[SpinhimeandPalm,1996].
Theobtainablemeasurementaccuracyandhorizontalandverticalresolutionsdependuponthe
instrumentconfigurationandtheatmosphericscatteringcrosssections.In essence,both
horizontalandvertical averagingof datais availableto makeagivenmeasurementwhen
atmosphericcrosssectionsare 10 .4 (m-sr) -i or smaller.

Model-derived estimates of the minimum detectable backscatter cross section as a function of the

horizontal resolution (or number of shots averaged) are shown in Figure 3.2 for nighttime and the

worst expected daytime background conditions. During nighttime, GLAS is expected to resolve

thin (sub-visible) cirrus layers and tenuous aerosol layers (5x 108 (m-sr) -i) at a horizontal

resolution of about 50 km. Normal cirrus and denser aerosol layers (10 .6 (m-sr) -t) will be

detectable at about the 2 km resolution. Clouds with backscatter cross sections greater than about

10 .5 (m-sr) -_ will be detected on a shot to shot basis (172 m horizontal resolution). During

daytime, these resolutions will vary according to the background intensity, but will generally be

about 5 to 10 times less than the nighttime resolution. For horizontal averaging intervals less than
1000 km, the absolute minimum detectable backscatter cross section is about 10 -7 and 10 -9 (m-

sr) l during day and night, respectively.

4. Land and Vegetation Science

The Earth's surface consists of a complex mosaic of land forms and vegetative cover resulting in

large variations in elevation, slope, roughness, reflectance, and vegetation height. Present day

landscapes have been generated by the integrated effects of a diverse set of lithospheric,

cryospheric, hydrospheric, ecologic, atmospheric, and anthroprogenic processes. Documentation

of these landscape properties, and the associated dynamics, is a first step in understanding the

interplay between the formative processes. Characterization of the landscape is also necessary

for physical models that depend on interactions between the land and other components of the

Earth system, such as predictive models of global climate change. Adequate knowledge of these

characteristics is also essential for proper utilization of the land as a resource, as well as for

prediction and mitigation of natural hazards (e.g., earthquakes, volcanic eruptions, landslides,

floods, wild fires).

Current physical descriptions of land properties on a global basis are in many respects

inadequate. The best publicly available global representations of the Earth's topography are

Digital Elevation Models (DEMs) with a spatial resolution of 1 km [GLOBE Task Team and

others, 1999], which are too coarse for the needs of most physical studies of land process.

Moreover, these DEMs are amalgams of many disparate topographic sources, often with

inconsistent or poorly known accuracies and a bewildering collection of horizontal and vertical

datums. Global characterizations of land cover [e.g., Hansen et al., 2000; Loveland et al., 2000]
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andvegetationproperties[e.g.,DeFrieset al.,2000]haverecentlybeenproducedat moderate
spatialresolutionusingsatelliteremotesensingdata. Comparisonsof alternativegloballand
coverproducts[HansenandReed,2000]revealconsiderablediscrepanciesbetweentheproducts,
andthereis currentlynosatisfactorymethodfor validatingglobal mapsof landcoveror
vegetationproperties.

ICESatwill repeatedlysamplegloballandtopographyandvegetationheightsto characterize
landscapepropertiesandmonitorchangesin dynamiclandscapes.Of particularsignificanceis
theability to re-profilegroundtracksveryaccuratelyby off-nadirpointingto specifictargetsof
interest. In mid-latitudes(N to 50°),off-nadirpointingwill normallynotbeusedto follow a
prescribedgroundtrack, sotrackson repeatcycleswill varywithin about1km. However,off-
nadirpointingup to 5° to profile specifictargetsmightbedoneseveraltimesaday. At the
equator,a selectedlocationcould betargetedup to 12timesduringthe 183-dayorbit cycle,and
moreoftenathigherlatitudes. After launch,potentialoperationallimitationsonpointing
commandswill bebetterdefined. Potentialapplicationsincludelong-termmonitoringof water
levelsof selectedrivers andlakes,retreator surgeof alpineglaciers,soil erosion,changesin
snowdepth,inflation or deflationof volcanoes,andregionalresponseof thelithosphereto ocean
tides,changesin ice loads,andtectonicstresses.Also, theeffectsof naturalor man-made
catastropheson topographyandvegetationcanbe targeted.Alternatively,ICESat'sprecise
pointing capabilitycanbeusedto targetslightly-offsetgroundtrackswithin aselectedregionto
achieveamorefinely resolvedgrid of profilesfor moredetailedlocalmapping.

ICESatelevationprofiles will provideindependenthigh-accuracydatato calibrateandvalidate
topographicandlandcoverproductsgeneratedby othermeans.In particular,high-resolution
DEMs andlandcoverproductsarebeingderivedfrom optical imagingandsyntheticaperture
radar(SAR) systems.For example,therecentShuttleRadarTopographyMission(SRTM) will
yield a30m horizontal-resolutionDEM between60° N and57° Slatitudesfrom interferometric
SAR, andtheASTER instrumentonTerrayieldslocalDEMs of similar resolutionby stereo-
photogrammetry.Typical vertical resolutionis afew meters.However,theseDEMshave
inherentsystematicandrandomerrors. TheICESatelevationprofiles,definedin aconsistent,
Earth-centeredreferenceframe,canbeusedto evaluatetheseDEMs andestablishglobal
geodeticcontrol,asdemonstratedusingprofilesfrom theShuttleLaserAltimeterexperiment
[SunandRanson,1997;Garvinet al., 1998;Hardinget al., 1999;andSunet al.,2000].

Derivationof vegetationheightdata,andtopographicprofilesof thegroundsurfacewhereit is
coveredby vegetation,dependson interpretationof theGLAS altimetrychannelwaveform
recordfor eachlaserpulse. ICESatwaveformprocessing(Section7) will decomposethe
waveformsinto verticallydistinct componentsby fitting multipleGaussiandistributions,
following methodsdevelopedusingwaveformsacquiredby theShuttleLaserAltimeter
[Carabajalet al., 1999]andtheairborneLaserVegetationImagingSensor[Hoftonet ai.,2000a].
Interpretationof theresultingGaussianfits will dependon landcoverpropertiesandlocal
surfacerelief. For footprints lackingvegetationcoveror cultural features,theoverallcentroidof
theGaussiansfit is takento be themeansurfaceelevationwithin thefootprint. In thecaseof
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multiple returns,the individualGaussiansareassumedto definetheelevationof discrete
surfaces:for example,upperandlower flat-lying areasseparatedbyacliff. The width of each
Gaussiancontainsinformationon therelief of thecorrespondingsurfacedueto thecombined
effectsof slopeandroughness.Forfootprintscontainingvegetationand/orcultural features,
surfacerelief effectsarecombinedwith thoseof theheightdistributionof canopycomponents
(living or deadfoliageandwoodytissue)andcultural features.Wherethesurfacerelief is flat or
verymutedandsufficient laserenergypenetratesthecanopyto theunderlyingground,a lowest
returnisacquiredin thewaveformandis interpretedasoriginatingfrom thegroundsurface.
Higherreturnsareinterpretedto correspondto vegetationlayersand/orthetopsof cultural
features.Theveryfirst returncorrespondsto theupper-mostdetectedcanopysurfaceor highest
cultural feature.Wheresurfacerelief is pronouncedtheground,vegetation,andcultural features
becomeunresolvedin thewaveformbecausetheir heightdistributionsintermix.

Theuseof laserwaveformsto derivevegetationheight informationandgroundtopography
beneathvegetationhasfocusedoncontiguousfootprintswith diametersin therange8 to 25 m
acquiredby airbornesystems[Blair, et al, 1999;Hardinget al.,2000]. Hoftonet al. [2000b]
describetopographicmappingof theLongValley calderainCaliforniaandWeishampelet al.
[2000]reportoncanopyverticalstructuremappingof atropicalrainforestin CostaRica. Laser
waveformshavebeenusedto estimateecologicallyimportantforeststandattributesincluding
stemdensityandabove-groundbiomass[Lefskyet al., 1999a,1999b;Meanset al., 1999],and
theverticaldistributionof plantarea[Hardinget al., In press]andlight transmission[Parkeret
al.,In press]. Unlike thesmaller,contiguousfootprintsof theupcomingVegetationCanopy
Lidar mission[Dubayahet al., 1997],thelarge,non-contiguousGLAS footprintsarenot
optimizedfor retrievalof vegetationheightdata. Nonetheless,theGLAS waveformswill
provideimportantinformationonvegetationheight,especiallyin areasof low relief wherethe
groundandcanopyreturnscanbedecomposed.Hardinget al. [in press]computedaverage
canopyheightprofiles for areasnominally50x 50m in size,nearlythesizeof aGLAS footprint.
Theselarge-areaheightprofilesreproduciblyrevealedvariationsin ecologicallyimportant
canopyattributes,includingmaximumheight,andtheheight,depthandrelativeplant areaof
overstory,midstory,andunderstorylayers. In slopedor topographicallyroughareas,ICESat
will provideinformationon thetotalwithin-footprint relief dueto thecombinedvertical
distributionsof theground,vegetation,andcultural features.

5. Sea Ice and Ocean Science

The polar oceans are covered by a seasonally varying layer of sea ice, varying in thickness from

centimeters to a few meters [e.g. Gloersen et al., 1992]. Sea ice affects both the overlying

atmosphere and the underlying oceans in several ways. It is a strong insulator, limiting heat

exchange between ocean and atmosphere, it modulates the exchange of momentum between

atmosphere and ocean, and with its high albedo it strongly affects the absorption of radiant

energy by the Earth. During formation, sea ice rejects salt, and it produces fresh water when

melting, thus affecting the salinity structure of the ocean with important ramifications for deep
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convection,bottom-waterformation,andbloomsof oceanbiologicalproductivityassociated
with the iceedgein spring.In additionto thesecharacteristicsthatinfluenceweatherandclimate
in waysthatarestill poorly understood,seaiceobstructsshipping,modifiessubmarineacoustics,
andprovidesanenvironmentessentialto thesurvivalof awidevarietyof polaranimals.

Seaice is acomplexmaterialconsistingof an icematrix with inclusionsof air, brine,solid salt
andcontaminants.It varies,spatiallyandtemporallyin thickness,composition,snowcover,
wetness,andsurfaceroughness.During thewinter, thesurfaceisgenerallycoveredby snow,
which in summermaymelt to form slushandmelt ponds. Particularlyin theAntarctic, where
ice is thinner,heavysnow loadscandepresstheicesufficientlyto permitflooding of seawater
abovetheice/snowinterface. Since1972,satelliteremotesensingsystemshavebeenthemajor
tools for mappingandmonitoringtheseaice,with emphasisonmicrowavesensors,bothactive
andpassive[e.g.Carsey,1992;Comiso,1995;Perovich,1996]. However,seaice thicknessand
roughnessareimportantparametersfor whichobservationfrom spacehasbeenelusive.

Most seaicecanberegardedasanearly-horizontalroughsurfacewith ridgesandhummocks,
which areformedduringconvergenceof the icepack,andleadswith openwateror thin ice,
which areformedduringdivergenceof the icepack. Theroughnessis an indicationof the
historyof the ice,andstronglyinfluencesits dragcoefficientandhenceits responseto winds in
termsof turbulentenergyexchangesanddrag-inducedflow dynamics.Thesea-iceelevations
will help improveknowledgeof thegeoidin polar regions.Thereflectanceis indicativeof sea-
icealbedo,which alsoaffectsenergyexchange.Thesurfaceelevationof flat regionsis slightly
higherthanlocal sea-surfaceelevation,dependingon theicethicknessandsnowcover. Sea-ice
coveredoceanalsocontainsicebergs,with surfaceelevationsof tensto severalhundredmeters.
Themajorsea-iceparametersto bedeterminedfrom GLAS rangesandwaveformsshapes
includesurfaceelevation,surfaceroughness,andreflectivity. In addition,thefreeboardof
icebergswill bemeasuredwhereverICESatorbitspassover icebergs.Recentwork with satellite
radar-altimeterdata [Peacocket al, 1998]indicatesthepossibilityof estimatingsea-ice
freeboard,aproxy indicatorof seaicethicknessbycomparingelevationsof open-waterleads
with thoseof the interveningice. Datafrom GLAS couldbebettersuitedto this application,
becauseof their smallfootprint andunambiguousmeasurementof thesnow-icesurfaceoverall
typesof seaice. Evenif identificationof open-waterwaveformsis difficult, it mightbepossible
to identify leadsby theabruptchangeinelevationbetweenleadandseaice. If successful,this
capabilitywould representamajorenhancementto our ability to monitorseaice thicknessand
climatic changes.

ICESatwill spendmuchof its timeover theoceanacquiringinformationonsea-surface
characteristics.The shapeof theGLAS return-pulsewaveformwill bedeterminedprimarily by
thesurface-heightdistribution within thefootprint,which issmallenoughto beaffectedby
individual largewaves.Over distancesof cm to a few hundredmeters,theseasurfaceis
roughenedbywavesandoceanswell, butoverdistancesof manykm theseasurfaceis almost
flat. Nevertheless,surfaceslopesandlong-wavelengthundulationsarepresent,causedby
variationsin Earth'sgravity field, associatedfor instancewith seamounts,oceancurrents,and
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variationsin atmosphericpressureandseawaterdensity.Satelliteradaraltimetershaveshown
remarkablesuccessin measuringsea-surfaceelevationandsignificantwaveheights[e.g.L. Fu et
al, 1994]. Becauseof its largefootprint (> 1.5km), asatelliteradaraltimeteraveragestheeffect
of thesmall-scaleroughnessin the informationin thecompositereturnpulsealong300to 600 m,
from whichestimatesof surfaceelevationandroughnessarederived.Consequently,theresulting
sea-surfaceelevationscanbeusedto studythelonger-wavelengthvariability, andestimatesof
surfaceroughnessareastatisticalindicationof thewaveheight.

EachGLAS returnpulsefrom theoceansurfacewill provideestimatesof averagesurface
elevationandof surface-heightdistributionwithin thecorresponding60-meterfootprint,atarate
of 40/second.However,thesefootprintswill, in general,coverlessthanoneof the longerocean
waves,andit will benecessaryto includeinformationfrom manyconsecutivefootprintsto infer
sea-surfaceelevationandwaveheight. Nevertheless, we expect GLAS to complement satellite

radar-altimeter data, particularly near coastlines and islands, where the large radar beam-limited

footprints include the effects of coastal topography. Moreover, details of the surface-height

distribution within the laser footprints may help correct for electro-magnetic bias errors in the

radar data caused by asymmetries in the wave-height distribution.

6. GLAS Instrument

The GLAS instrument will measure the distance to the Earth's surface with 1064 nm laser pulses

and the vertical distributions of clouds and aerosols in the atmospheric with both the 1064-nm

pulses and 532 nm pulses. The measurements include the strengths of the received signals and

the height distributions of the reflecting surfaces. GLAS [Abshire et al., 2000] includes three

identical diode-pumped Q-switched ND:YAG laser transmitters [Afzal et al., 2000], a 100 cm

diameter Beryllium receiver telescope, solid state detectors for 1064 and 532 nm signals, a

subsystem to measure the pointing angle of each laser pulse, and waveform digitizers to record

the laser backscatter signals at both 1064 and 532 nm. The GLAS components (Figure 6. I) are

mounted on an L-shaped optical bench and the thermal radiators are mounted at right angles on

the ends of the benches. The instrument specifications are summarized in Table 6.1.

GLAS has 3 identical Nd:YAG laser transmitters to meet a 3-5 year lifetime requirement. One

laser will operate continuously, and alternate lasers will be turned on and optically selected via

flip mirror assemblies when needed. The lasers are passively Q-switched, diode-pumped, and

conductively-cooled. Approximately 6-nsec wide pulses are emitted in a TEMoo beam. The

laser system uses a - 1 mJ energy Q-switched master oscillator to establish the pulse length and

spatial beam quality. Two double-pass, zig-zag slab laser amplifiers increase the pulse energy.

The total energy output from amplifier at 1064 nm is 75 mJ, of which about 50 mJ is transmitted

and 25 mJ is directed to a non-linear crystal to produce 35 mJ of transmitted energy at 532 nm.

The theoretical estimate of the GLAS ranging error is well under 10 cm for clear-sky

atmospheric transmissions of 50% and surface slopes under 5 ° (Figure 6.2). The transmitted

pulse has a 0.110 urad divergence, which will illuminate a spot on the Earth's surface with a
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diameterof about60 m. The laserpulsesat40 Hz repetitionrate,producingaseparationof
illuminatedfootprintson theEarth'ssurfaceof 172m. Ten-secondtime markersfrom theGPS
receiverprovidethelong-termstandardfor theGLAS clock frequency.

Thelaserbackscattersignalsarecollectedby theCassegrain-designtelescopewith a 700urad
field of view. The 1064-nmreceiverhasan800pm opticalbandpassandtwo (redundant)Si
APD detectorswith - 160MHz bandwidths.Theseconddetectorcanbeselectedif neededviaa
flip mirror. The 1064nm receiverdigitizesboththetransmittedandbackscattersignalsat 1GHz
for analysisof thesurfacereturns(Figure6.3). The 1064nm signalisalsodigitizedat 2MHz
for detectionof densecloudsandaerosolsat75-mverticaland 172-mhorizontalresolutions.
Thebackscattermeasurementsat532nmaremoresensitiveto weakscatteringlayersin the
atmospheric,dueto theutilization of photon-countingtechniquesandalong-tracksignal
integration.Eight sensitivephotondetectorsandanarrow30-pmetalonfilter enablethe
detectionof optically-thin aerosolsduringbothdayandnightconditions. Accumulationof 20
consecutive532-nmbackscatterprofilesat40Hz will produceanaverageverticalprofile at a2
Hz ratewith analong-trackresolutionof 3.44km.

Thepointing angleof eachlaserbeamis measuredrelativeto inertial spaceto betterthan 10
uradaccuracyby theGLAS stellarreferencesystem(SRS),asdescribedby Sirotaet al. [2000].
TheSRSmeasuresthe inertial orientationof therigid GLAS opticalbenchusingazenith-
viewing starcamerameasurementat 10Hz andagyroscopefor noisefiltering. A laserreference
system(LRS)measurestheorientationof each40-Hzlaserbeamwith respectto theoptical
bench.TheLRS extractsasmallfractionof theoutgoinglaserbeaminto the laserreference
camera(LRC) with two highly-stablecubecorners.A small laser-profilingarraydigitizesthe
far-field patternof the laserbeamat40Hz to determineits orientationto theLRS. A CCD
cameraon atelescopeof theLRSdigitizeszenith-skyimagesto determinetheinertial orientation
of theLRSat thesame10-Hzrateasthestarcamera,but with ahigherresolutionanda narrower
field-of-view. Commonstarswill appearin theLRC andthestarcameraat anaverageinterval
of 5-10minutesfor cross-referencing.In additionto thestartrackeron theGLAS opticalbench,
thebusstartrackersareavailableasa backup. Although,themountingof theGLAS instrument
to thespacecraftwill distort in responseto thermalvariationsorbit, thedistortionswill be
monitoredin-flight andthermallymodeled.

Foreachlaserpulse,about4,500,0001-nsdigitizedwaveformsamplesof the 1064signal with
rangeresolutionof 15cm persamplewill be temporarilystoredon-board.Thesampleswill be
searchedfor thetransmittedpulseandfor thesurface-reflectedsignalsin orderto selectthe
relevantsamplesto sendto theground. Startandendpointsof asearchwindow for thesurface
return(up to I 1km in range)will besetfor eachpulseusingaglobal DEM to predictthesurface
range.Thesurfacefinding algorithmpassesthedigitizedwaveformsamplesthroughsix low-
passdigital filters to maximizetheprobabilityof findingechoesfrom slopedor roughterrainand
to minimize theprobabilityof selectingcloudechoes.A separatethresholdis setfor eachof the
filtered waveformsto distinguishthesignallevel from noise,basedon anoiseestimatefrom the
samplesa 1km regionbeyondtheendof therangewindow(i.e. belowthepredictedsurface).
Becausethesurfacereturnis expectedto bethelastmaximumin therangewindow,the
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algorithmsearchesfor thesurfaceechobackwardin timefrom theendof thesearchwindow
towardsthestart. Theechopulse,definedby thefirst thresholdcrossing(from below the
thresholdto above)to thenext thresholdcrossing(from abovethethresholdto below) is selected
for eachfilter for whichsuchapulseexists. Oncethefilter hasbeenselected,it is usedto
determinethestartof 1000selectedsamples.Normally thefirst 544or thesesamplesover ice
sheetsandland(81.6m range)or thefirst 200samplesoverseaiceandoceans(30m range)will
be furtherselectedfor transmissionatthefull 15-cmresolution. If desiredto enlargethe
measuredrangespanto covertall treesor areasof largetopographicrelief, thesamplescanbe
averagedby factorsof 2, 4, or 8.

Table6.1.GLAS InstrumentS
LaserType

Numberof lasers
Laserfiring rate
Laserpulsewidth
LaserEnergy(nominal)

)ecifications

ND:YAG slab, 3 stage

Q-switched, Diode-pumped

3 (one on at a time)

40 pps
6 nsec

75 mJ, 1064 nm (total)

50 m J, 1064 nm (transmitted)
35 mJ, 532 nm

Laser Divergence angle 110 urad

( l/e: pts)

Telescope diameter 100 cm
1064 nm detector

1064 surface digitizer
resolution

Si APD - analog (I + 1 backup)
1 nsec

1064 nm cloud digitizer 500 nsec
resolution

532 nm detector Si APD - Geiger

(8 each)

532 nm aerosol digitizer 500 nsec
resolution

Beam inertial orientation < 10 uradian

Mass

Power

Instr. Duty cycle
Data rate

33O kg

310 W average
100%

- 500 kbps (uncompressed)

Physical size - 1 I0 x 140 x 110 cm
Thermal control Radiators with variable

conductance heat pipes

The atmospheric backscatter profiles at 1064 nm are also recorded for every laser pulse to 30

km above the surface. The backscatter profile is electronically filter to 2 MHz (75 m) resolution.
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Two approachesareusedto limit thenoisefrom daytimebackgroundlight.The532nm receiver
hasa narrower170uradfield of view,andit incorporatesamovablemirror assemblyto keepthe
FOV centeredon the lasersignal. A 370-pmwideopticalpre-filter andFabry-Perotetalonalso
rejectbackgroundlight. Theetalonhasabandwidthof 30pm, anditscenterwavelengthis
thermally tunedviaa feedbackloopto tracktheaverage532nmlaserwavelength.The532 nm
laserbackscattersignalthatpassesthroughtheetalonfilter is distributedvia beamsplittersto
eightphotoncountingdetectors,whichoperatein theGeigermodewith - 60%photon-counting
efficiency.

7. Surface Return Waveform Processing

The range to the mean surface within the laser footprint is determined from one-half the

measured time from the transmitted pulse to the time of receipt of the pulse reflected from the

surface taking into account the spreading of the respective pulses (Figure 7.1). The transmitted

pulse has a distribution in time that is approximately Gaussian with a OT of about 3 nsec. The

shape of the return waveform is affected primarily by the transmitted pulse shape, the surface

height distribution within the footprint, and atmosphere scattering. The surface is characterized

in terms of roughness and a mean slope across the footprint. (Figure 7.2). Since the digitized

transmitted pulse is Gaussian, the return shape will also be Gaussian if the surface height

distribution is Gaussian Gaussian and atmosphere scattering effects are small. Although the

surface height distribution is not always Guassian, analysis of numerous waveforms acquired by

the shuttle laser altimeter has shown that most waveforms are approximated very well by a

Gaussian or as a sum of Gaussians plus a noise bias.

Over the oceans, sea ice, and most of the ice sheets, the return is expected to be a single

Gaussian. Over land and more complicated ice sheet regions, there may be multiple distinct

surfaces within the footprint that will show up as multiple peaks in the return waveform.
Therefore the modeled waveform is defined as

N Ew(t):e+__Amexp
m=l

where Np is the number of peaks found in the waveform, e is the bias (noise level), Am is the

amplitude, tm is the time, Om is the standard deviation of the m th peak.

Nonlinear least squares fitting will be used to compute the model parameters in Eq 15. The

maximum number of peaks (Np) normally calculated will be six. The range to the surface is the

time between the centroid of the transmitted pulse and the center of the Gaussian fitted to the last

peak of the received pulse. Forward scattering from cloud layers in the atmosphere cause some
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photonsto takea longerpath,andtheconsequenttimedelaycausesanasymmetricwaveform
with a longtail to theright for thestrongestscatteringcases.However,sincetherangeis
calculatedto thecenterof thefitted Gaussianratherthento thecentroidof all thedata
surroundingthe peak,theeffectof forwardatmosphericscatteringon thecalculatedrangeis
significantlyreduced.Thesurfaceheightdistributionrepresentingthecombinedsurface
roughnessandslopeiscalculatedfrom thestandarddeviation,OM,of theGuassianfor the
surfacepeak. Sinceit is not possiblein generalto separateslopeandroughness,ouralgorithm
will calculateboth roughnessassumingzeroslopeandslopeassumingzeroroughness.

8. Spacecraft and Orbit Characteristics

The ICESat spacecraft is a version of the commercial RS-2000 spacecraft by Ball Aerospace in

Boulder, Colorado. The RS-2000 bus, which was designed for acquiring high-resolution (l-m)

commercial imagery, was first used for Quikscat launched in November 1998. The ICESat bus

mass is about 670 kg and the instrument mass is about 330 kg, for a total mass of about 1000 kg.

Orbital average power capability (5 yr end of life) is 630W to provide 330 W for GLAS, 216W

for the bus, and a 84W margin. The total area of the solar-panel arrays of triple junction cells is

about 8 m 2 . Although the solar panels rotate, periodic yaw maneuvers of the spacecraft are

required to reorient panels with respect to the sun. In "sailboat" orientation, the velocity vector

is parallel to the solar panel axes and in the "airplane" orientation the velocity vector is

perpendicular. The maximum area-to-mass ratio of the observatory is about 0.01 m2/kg.

The spacecraft carries instrumentation for the near-real time on-board orbit propagator and

precise post-processing orbit determination. Two redundant Blackjack dual-frequency Global

Positioning System receivers are connected to separate antennas mounted on the zenith deck.

The receivers are similar to those on the CHAMP, GRACE and JASON missions. A unique

feature is the ability to track the GPS signals on both L-band frequencies for precise positioning.

The hardware and software is capable of tracking 9 or more GPS satellites. Additional orbit

positioning is provided by a passive laser reflector array mounted on the nadir deck for ranging

from ground-based laser systems, primarily for validation of the GPS positioning.

The spacecraft carries two Ball CT-602 star trackers mounted on the zenith deck in orthogonal

directions. In flight, the star-image data at 10 Hz and the gyro data from the GLAS instrument

are processed in the spacecraft computer to determine the ICESat attitude autonomously for

spacecraft attitude control. The agile attitude-control-system on the spacecraft allows near-nadir

pointing control in normal operation and off-nadir pointing by rolling and/or pitching the

spacecraft. The accuracy of the spacecraft pointing control near nadir is + 10 arcsec (10), which

is equivalent to + 30 m on the Earth. The sub-orbital track spacing will be controlled to _+1km at

the equator by periodic spacecraft thrusting [Demarest and Schutz, 2000]. Based on predictions

of solar flux at launch, the frequency of the maneuvers is expected to be about 5 days. At

latitudes above 50 ° N and S, the spacecraft will be rolled slightly to point to the reference ground

tracks defined by the orbit repeat cycles to an accuracy of + 35 m ( Io) on the surface, including
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theerrorsin pointingthepredictedorbit positionbetweenpointing-commanduploadsto the
spacecraft.Globally, for targetsof opportunity,thespacecraftcanbecommandedto off-nadir
angles,normallylimited to + 5 ° or about + 50 km on the surface.

The 94 ° orbit inclination is a compromise between the desire for true polar orbit to observe the

total Antarctic ice sheet and the need for orbital crossovers for elevation change analysis. A

crossover is the intersection point on a ground track where a track ascending in latitude intersects

a descending track. By differencing altimeter measurements at crossovers, common errors

cancel leaving the effect of temporal change between the ascending and descending tracks plus

residual errors in the measurement after corrections. To provide adequate coverage of the West

Antarctic Ice Sheet, it was determined that the ground tracks should provide coverage to at least.

86 ° S. The small uncovered area between 86 ° S and the South Pole will be completely enclosed

by the highest density of measurements at the maximum latitude of 86 ° S. Occasional off-nadir

pointing to the pole can be performed to provide complete elevation mapping and limited

elevation change measurements to the pole. Another consideration was the geometry of the

crossovers, which tend toward larger crossing angles for a 94 ° retrograde compared to an 86 °

prograde orbit. In the latitude band from 84 ° to 85 ° (North or South), the ascending and

descending tracks will be approximately orthogonal.

The nominal orbit altitude of 600 km is a compromise between the GLAS instrumental

preference for lower altitudes and the orbit determination and spacecraft-control preferences for

higher altitude. For GLAS, the laser power needed to achieve a required signal to noise ratio of

reflected light is proportional to the fourth power of altitude. On the other hand, a lower altitude

requires more fuel for more frequent orbit adjustments to compensate for atmospheric drag.

Also, the accuracy of the precision orbit determinations degrades at lower altitudes due to greater

perturbations from atmospheric drag and gravity anomalies. The orbit eccentricity will be

0.0013 with a semi-major axis of about 6970 km. The position of the perigee will remain

essentially fixed ("frozen orbit") at the northernmost orbital position. Therefore, the spacecraft

altitude will be primarily a function of latitude, varying between about 604 km above the
ellipsoid at 86 ° N to 622 km above at 86 ° S.

The pattern of ground-tracks on the Earth will repeat with a cycle of 183-days (182.758 days and

2723 revolutions). The separation between ground tracks in the same ascending or descending

direction will be 14.5 km at the equator, 7 km at 60 °, and 2.5 km at 80 ° latitude. Two sub-

cycles exist within the 183-day cycle, which produce near-repeat tracks at 8-days and 25-days.

The ground track pattern for 25-days will essentially repeat in the subsequent 25-days, but the

pattern will be shifted westward at the equator by 14.5 km. The near-repeat 8-day pattern occurs

with an eastward shift of about 100 km. The initial post-launch orbit will be in an 8-day repeat

to enable more frequent over-flights of verification sites during the calibration/validation period.

The day-to-day operations of ICESat will be conducted by Laboratory for Astrophysics and

Space Physics (LASP) at the University of Colorado, Boulder. LASP will be responsible for

controlling the spacecraft, including the preparation of daily-command uploads, similar to their

current operational control of Quikscat.
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9. Surface Elevation Determination

The measured surface elevation is determined from the altitude of the satellite orbit above the

Earth minus the range to the surface measured by GLAS, corrected for delays of the laser light in

the atmosphere. The surface elevation is also corrected for variations of the Earth's surface

caused by ocean, solid, load, and polar tides. The single-pulse error budget for ICESat elevation

measurements summarized in Table 9.1 applies to ice, land and ocean/lake applications. For this

error budget, it is assumed that the laser pointing error is 1.5 arcsec and the surface slope is 1°.

The GLAS altimeter measurement is a scalar distance measurement between a reference point in

the instrument and the Earth's surface. When combined with information derived from the

precision attitude determination process (PAD), the instrumentation provides an altitude vector

measurement. The precision orbit determination process (POD) yields the position vector of the

GLAS reference point with respect to the Earth's center of mass. By adding the altitude vector to

the position vector, the surface location with respect to the center of mass is calculated. The

contributing factors to these vectors are dependent on various error sources, which determine the

overall accuracy of the determined surface location.

Table 9.1 Single-Shot Error Budget for ICE

GLAS range measurement precision

Radial orbit determination (POD)

Pointing determination (PAD)

Atmospheric delay

Atmospheric forward scattering

Other (tides, etc.)

RSS

;at Elevation Measurements

10 cm

5 cm

7.5 cm

2 cm

2 cm

1 cm

13.8 cm

The individual contributions shown in Table 9.1 are discussed in the following sections. The

nature of these errors is a combination of random and systematic. The GLAS range measurement

precision is characterized as random, but most of the other errors are systematic for Successive

pulses. However, the components of the error budget are mostly uncorrelated with each other, so

the RSS of the error budget is a reasonable representation of the overall error for a single pulse.

Furthermore, although some of these errors are correlated on successive pulses, the errors for a

series of measurements over a given location during the life of the mission tend to be random

rather than systematic. One exception to this is geographically-correlated errors in the absolute

height of the orbit calculations. However, these errors can be mostly time-independent if the

orbits are systematically processed with the same gravity model calculation procedures and

therefore not important for elevation change measurements. Another exception is the

atmospheric forward scattering (cf. section 3. I and section 7) if the scattering clouds have

significant seasonal or interannual variations.

9.1 Precision Orbit Determination
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Theprecisionorbit determination(POD)techniquesdemonstratedwith GPSdatafrom
TOPEX/POSEIDON[e.g.,Schutz,1994;Yunck,et al., 1994]will beappliedto ICESatPOD.
Thesetechniquesarebasedon thesolutionof thesatelliteequationsof motion,generallyreferred
to asa"dynamic" approach.TheGPSreceiverprovidesmeasurementsof pseudorangeand
carrierphasefrom theGPSsatellitesabovetheantennagroundplane.With measurementson
two frequencies,ionospheredelaysareremoved.Thefew millimeter precisionof thecarrier
phasemakesit thepreferredmeasurementfor POD,eventhoughthemeasurementrequires
resolutionof anambiguity. Two commonapproachesto ambiguityresolutionare:1) formation
of differencedmeasurementsto removecommonparameters,suchaclockerrors,and2) solve
for clockparametersusingun-differencedmeasurements.In analternate"kinematic" approach
commonlyusedwith aircraftapplicationsthemeasurementgeometryis usedto determine
positionwithout ahigh-accuracysolutionof theequationsof motion. However,special
experimentsto resolveambiguitiesfor aircraftapplicationscannotbeusedfor asatellite.

Prelaunchanalysisof expectedPODerrorsshowthatextantgravitymodelscanbeexpectedto
produceanerrorin theradialcomponentof ICESatpositionthatexceeds10cm [e.g.,Rim, et al.,
1999].Forexample,EGM-96covariancematrix predictstheerror to beabout 15cm.However,
experiencewith TOPEX/POSEIDONshowedthat theGPSmeasurementscouldbeusedto
"tune" thegravity field andreducetheerrorcontributionfrom thissource. ICESatsimulations
byRim, et al. [1996, 1999]showthatusingICESatGPSdatacanreducethegravityerrors
sufficientlyto reducetheradial orbit errorbelow the5-cmvaluein theerrorbudget.In addition,
ongoingeffortsto improvethegravitymodel,combinedwith resultsfrom thededicatedgravity
missionsCHAMP andGRACE,shouldproducefurther improvementsprior to andafterthe
ICESatlaunch.

9.2Precision Attitude Determination

The precision attitude determination (PAD) process calculates the pointing of the laser beam and

the position of the laser footprint on the Earth's surface. Data from the stellar-reference system

(SRS) described in section 6 will be processed to determine the GLAS laser pointing direction.

The instrument-star tracker (IST) mounted on the GLAS optical bench will enable determination

of the benches orientation in space, with respect to a celestial reference frame (CRF) defined by

the star catalog used with the star camera images. Since the laser-profiling camera (LPC)

operates at 40 Hz, an image of the far field pattern of the GLAS laser will be obtained for each

pulse, so the variation of the laser direction with respect to the optical bench will be determined.

Since the laser pulse is also imaged in the laser-reference camera (LRC), although at a 10 Hz

rate, further monitoring of the laser direction with respect to the CRF will occur when a star

appears in the LRC field of view. Simulations of the instrumentation functions and calculations,

including application of a Kalman filter to the data, have shown that a 1.5 arcsec determination

of laser pointing direction can be achieved [Bae and Schutz, 2000]. The PAD processing will

provide the laser pointing direction in the CRF, along with transformation matrices to generate

the location of the illuminated laser spot in the terrestrial reference frame (TRF). The calculation
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of the locationof the laserfootprint on thesurfacewill usethecorrectedGLAS range
measurementandthePODandPAD outputs.

In additionto the instrumentationprovidedon theGLAS opticalbench,thebusstartrackersare
availableasa backup.However,thehingesusedto mounttheGLAS instrumentto thebuscan
beexpectedto distort in responseto thermalvariationsexperiencedin orbit.Thesedistortions
will bemonitoredthroughanalysisof theIST andbustrackerdata. A modelwill bedeveloped
during themissionto predictthedistortionsandto improvespacecraftpointingcontrolof the
laseropticalbenchwith respectto theEarthusingthebusstartrackers.

9.3 Atmospheric Delay Correction

The atmospheric delay is calculated by integrating the refractivity, as a function of pressure,

temperature, and relative humidity, along the ray path [Owens, 1967]. At optical wavelengths

the nadir atmospheric delay, ND, can be written as a sum of the hydrostatic delay, NHD, which

is a function of surface pressure, Ps, and a residual wet delay, NWD, which is a function of total

column precipitable water vapor, PW such that ND = NHD + NWD, NHD = 10 6 k_ R Ps/Md gm

and NWD = 10 6 k2' R PW/Mw, where kl and k2' are constants from the refractivity equation that

depend on the wavelength of the laser, R is the universal gas constant, Md and Mw are the

molecular weights for dry air and water, and is the mean value of gravity in the atmosphere

column [Quinn and Herring, 2000]. The gm is expressed accurately in terms of the height, H, in

meters, and latitude, 0, of the measurement gm = 9.8062 (1 - 0.00265 cos(20)-3, lx 10 .7

(0.9H+7300)) ms -2 [Saastamoinen, 1972].

For a surface pressure of 1000 mbar, the nadir hydrostatic delay is approximately 2.35 m. The

precipitable water vapor contribution to delay is small, but highly variable. The conversion is

approximately 0.076 mm of delay per kg/m 2 of precipitable water vapor. In polar regions,

precipitable water vapor values are generally much less than 10 kg/m z, and delay is less than

1mm. Tropical values are as much as 50 kg/m 2, leading to delays of 4 mm. For off-nadir angles,

q, a simple mapping function, Dn=ND/cos (1"1),relates the total delay, Drl, to nadir delay ND

[Marini, 1972] with an estimated accuracy better than 1 mm for pointing angles up to 20 °.

Surface pressure is calculated using the National Center for Environmental Prediction (NCEP) 1°

gridded fields of atmospheric variables. A hydrostatic equilibrium model of the atmosphere is

integrated from the upper atmospheric levels to the estimated height of the laser footprint in

order to calculate surface pressure at the height of the laser footprint. The NCEP total column

precipitable water vapor is used without modification, because the precipitable water vapor is

small, particularly in polar regions. The GLAS error budget assumes less than 20 mm single-

pulse atmospheric delay RMS error. Comparisons of model estimates with polar Automatic

Weather Station (AWS) data in 1994 show a root-mean-squares (RMS) error of less than 5 mbar,

after a mean offset is removed to correct for uncertainties in station heights. This error

corresponds to delay errors of less than 12 mm. The RMS error in the calculated precipitable

water vapor is less than 2 kg/m 2 , or 0.15 mm of delay, as estimated using the technique of GPS

meteorology [Quinn and Herring, 1999].
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9.4 Tidal Corrections

The basic solid Earth and ocean tide corrections required are essentially the same as those

developed for radar altimetry missions, such as Seasat and more recently TOPEX-Poseidon.

These corrections and the associated software are fully documented in the International Earth

Rotation Service (IERS) technical notes [e.g. McCarthy, 1996]. However, for the ICESat

mission, ocean-load tides and tides on ice shelves are more important than for previous missions.

Ocean-load tides are the secondary tidal effects on the Earth's crust caused by the varying

loading of ocean tides. Ocean-load tides are largest in the continental margins and near-shore

regions where GLAS will provide continuous altimetry profiles from land to ocean. The largest

ice sheet elevation changes are likely to be found near the coast. Yi et al. [2000] calculated that

vertical displacements of several cm due to ocean-load tides are expected along the Antarctic

margin, using the SPOTL software of Agnew [ 1996]. However, the details of ocean tide models

are most uncertain right near Antarctica, because of the paucity of direct observations at high

latitudes and the poor knowledge of bathymetry around Antarctica limits the accuracy of hydro-

dynamical ocean tide models [Le Provost et al, 1995]. The Antarctic ice shelves respond to tides

in extremely complex ways, because of the dynamic effects of water circulation inside the ocean

cavity underlying the ice. In most instances the cavity geometry is poorly known, and surface

data records are very sparse. A notable exception is the Amery Ice Shelf where extensive

measurements has led to the development of an accurate tide model constrained by precise GPS

observations at the surface [Padman et al., 2000]. ICESat data over ice shelves will need to be

corrected for tidal variations. In tum, ICESat will provide important new data on tides at high
latitudes.

10. Calibration and Validation

The fundamental objective of calibration/validation (CV) is to validate the science data products

to ensure that appropriate geophysical interpretations can be drawn from the products. The

identification and removal of non-geophysical artifacts from the data products is an important

element of the CV process. The GLAS instrument will undergo extensive pre-launch testing for

calibration, including experiments to characterize the dependency of the calibration parameters

on environmental factors such as thermal variations. The post-launch phase of CV will verify the

pre-launch parameters in flight through a variety of experiments, which are described in the

following sections. In particular, the post-launch CV will assess the existence of biases in the

measured altitude and pointing parameters with respect to the pre-launch values.

10.1 Detailed Measurements over Small Target Areas

Small target areas will be instrumented to verify the GLAS performance and validate the various

components in the error budget. The target areas will be on flat surfaces, such as White Sands
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(NM) andBonnevilleSaltFlats(UT), butsouthernhemispheresiteswill beusedalso. Theseflat
surfacesprovidealbedoandsurfacecharacteristicsthataresimilar to icesheets,but alsoaid the
verificationof the instrumentmeasuredsurfaceelevationin thenear-nadirpointingdirection.
Thecomputedsurfaceelevationisobtainedfrom thedifferencebetweenthepositionof the
GLAS in space(determinedfrom POD)andthepositionof theflat surfacewith respectto the
sameorigin andcorrectedfor atmospheredelays.This computedaltitude,whencomparedto the
measuredaltitude,providesanevaluationof theGLAS performanceandtheexistenceof an
altitudebias.

Theerrorbudgetgiven in Table9.1essentiallyappliesto theverificationof thealtitude
measurementusingflat surfaces.With near-nadirpointing to aflat surface,thecontributionof
pointingerrorsto rangeis small (e.g.,30arcsecpointingerrorcontributeslessthan I cm). If all
correctionsto thealtitudemeasurementwereknownprecisely,theexistenceof analtitudebias
wouldbeevaluatedby usingseveralmeasurementsover theflat surfaceto averageout the
gaussiannoisein themeasurement.For example,40shots(onesecond,or 7 km along-track)will
reducethe 10cm instrumentprecisionto 1.6cm (10cm/{40). Providedthatvariationsin theflat
surfacecanbecharacterizedat acomparablelevelover7 km andthatothercorrectionscanbe
madeata comparablelevel, theflat surfacewill enableassessmentof arangebiasat thefew
centimeterlevel.

To verify theperformanceof thepointingdetermination,smalltargetareaswill be instrumented
to emulateaground-basedCCD camera.Thisemulationwill beaccomplishedin two ways:1)an
overflyingaircraftcarryingaCCD camerawill imagetheGLAS spoton thesurfacewith respect
to groundfiducial markersand 2) grounddetectorsin a grid patternwill serveasa raster-device.
Groundgeodeticsurveysusinghighaccuracyprocessingtechniqueswill providethepositionsof
thefiducial markersanddetectorsat thecentimeterlevel in thesamereferenceframeusedfor
POD andPAD processing.Both approachesarebeingdesignedto supportdeterminationof the
locationof theilluminatedspotto anaccuracycompatiblewith the 1.5arcsec(4.5m) pointing
knowledgerequirement.Laboratorytestingof thedetectorswith energylevelscomparableto
thoseexpectedfor the illuminatedGLAS spothavebeensuccessfullyaccomplishedandflight
testsof theairbornetechniqueis in progress.In addition,with appropriatetiming elements
attachedto thedetectors,thetimetagof theGLAS pulseswill beverifiedto betterthan 1
microsec.

TheWhite Sandsor Bonnevilletargetareaswill befurther instrumentedto validatethe
atmosphericdelay.In addition,a ground-basedlidar will enableindependentcharacterizationof
theatmosphericpropertiesduringa GLAS overflight.To theextentpossible,aground-based
satellitelaserrangingsystem(e.g.,McDonaldObservatory)will beusedto verify thePOD
determinationof GLAS positionduringthetargetareaoverflight.

10.2. Aircraft Underflights
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Aircraft flightsbothbeforeandafterICESatlaunchareplannedfor detailedmappingof
segmentsof orbit tracks over the Greenland ice sheet and nearby sea ice, over western US, over

the Dry Valleys in Antarctica, and possibly over the desert in Saudi Arabia. Surface elevations

will be measured along tracks ranging from 50 - 300 km long to an accuracy of 10 cm or better

by NASA's Airborne Topographic Mapper (ATM) scanning laser [Krabill et al., 1995]. These

measurements will be compared with surface elevations and surface roughness derived from

GLAS data. The surveyed segments will be sufficiently wide (approximately 300 m) to include

most GLAS footprints when ICESat is pointed to the segments, and will include terrain with a

range of surface slopes and roughness. The effect of ICESat pointing errors on GLAS-derived

elevations will be determined by the surveyed surface slopes, and consequently should be

separable from altitude errors. Thus, in addition to an overall assessment of GLAS performance,

comparison between GLAS and ATM elevations will provide estimates of pointing and altitude
bias at different locations around the orbit.

The prime objective of the Greenland surveys is to validate performance over both ice-sheet and

sea-ice surfaces. Surveyed orbit segments will include surface types ranging from smooth, fiat,

and nearly horizontal to sloping and undulating ice sheet, and crevassed glaciers and rough sea

ice. Some segments will pass over the narrow (few kms) Greenland outlet glaciers, with

associated high albedo contrast between the dark rock margins and the glaciers. Because the ice-

sheet surface elevation is expected to change with time, the Greenland ATM surveys will be

made as close to simultaneous as possible (within 1 or 2 days) with ICESat passes. These flights

are planned for May, 2002.

Other ATM surveys will be over stable terrain (little or no elevation change over time) that can

provide "benchmark" surfaces for routine GLAS validation throughout the mission. Selected

surfaces are arid and largely vegetation free. Before launch surveys will be over several arid

sites in the western US (and possibly in Saudi Arabia). Each survey will include all the183-day

Mapping-Phase orbits (about 16 km apart in western US) that lie within approximately 100km X

100km, over terrain ranging from nearly flat to rough and sloping. In addition, segments of

nearby 8-day post-launch phase orbits will be surveyed. An ICESat overflight of a surveyed

orbit segment will occur at least twice per month. In addition, surveys of a range of vegetated

sites in the northwest US will be used to assess GLAS performance over forest and woodland.

GLAS performance will be validated at different locations around the globe, primarily to ensure

that there are no scaling errors associated with differing orbit heights. Consequently, we plan

surveys of the ice-free areas in the Dry Valleys, near the US station in McMurdo, Antarctica, in

collaboration with USGS and NSF. In addition, it may be possible to obtain surveys of parts of

the Amery Ice Shelf and the Australian Desert in a collaborative effort with the Australian
Antarctic Division and others.

10.3. Integrated Residual Analysis
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Comprehensive on-orbit calibration of the performance of the GLAS instrument and verification

of its data products will use data analysis methods based on the techniques of integrated residual

analysis as described by Rowlands et al. [2000]. Residuals are formed between the observed and

computed parameters in each of the three data types that constitute laser altimetry: range,

pointing, and orbit. Analysis proceeds by simultaneous processing and weighting of the various

data types in order to minimize residuals. In this way, all data types both contribute to the

solution and are refined as systematic errors (biases) are identified and removed from the

integrated solution. When GLAS observations fall on reference surfaces where the surface

elevation is known at the 1 to 10-centimeter level, GLAS range data will be used to refine the

pointing angle data and the ICESat orbit solution, as well as the laser range and timing biases.

Reference surfaces include the open ocean and land targets with well-characterized and stable

topography. Single tracks of laser elevation profiles and cross-overs between two independent

profiles over the reference surfaces are used in the analyses. Rowlands et al. [2000] describes

specific forms of residual analysis including Range-Residual Analysis (RRA) and Crossover-

Residual Analysis (CRA).

The basis of RRA and CRA is a Bayesian least-squares estimation and batch processing

approach. A rigorous measurement model is employed in which the various parameters of laser

altimeter pointing and range data, orbit tracking data, spacecraft force models, and geophysical

models are simultaneously adjusted to minimize the range residuals. All significant terms that

affect the 3-D location of the laser footprint on the Earth's surface are measured or modeled and

described in a system of simultaneous differential equations (one for each laser observation).

The equations are then solved for hundreds of unknown biases and model parameters. Typically

thousands of data equations are used. The output of the parameter estimation process is a set of

attitude, range, and orbit bias terms for calibration of the GLAS instrument and the attitude and

orbit determinations. The methodology utilizes GEODYN, a set of state-of-the-art orbit

determination and geodetic parameter estimation software [Pavlis et al, 1999]. The RRA

technique for laser altimetry was initially developed to improve the pointing bias knowledge in

the Shuttle Laser Altimeter (SLA) experiment [Garvin et al., 1998]. The SLA measurements had

an initial attitude uncertainty from 0.1 o to 1o, because the laser pointing angle was not directly

measured. The SLA RRA resulted in as much as a two-order of magnitude improvement in

attitude knowledge [Luthcke et al, 2000a]. Continued refinement of the relatively imprecise

SLA data sets using RRA and CRA is currently yielding range residuals over the ocean surface

at the 12 cm (l-a) level [S. Luthcke, Pers. Com.].

For ICESat, roll and pitch maneuvers of the spacecraft, called ocean sweeps, will be periodically

performed to point the laser beam up to 5 ° off-nadir to specifically achieve sub-arc sec

calibration of laser beam pointing angle biases and thus address the largest error term in GLAS

altimetry. This calibration process employs the rather large sensitivity of laser range

measurement to laser-beam pointing-angle [Bufton, 1989; Gardner, 1992; Harding et al., 1994]

and uses range-residual analysis (RRA) with the ocean surface as reference. Open-ocean surface

elevations are known from radar altimeter measurements and tidal modeling to an accuracy of 3-

to- 12 cm (1-_) [Luthcke et al., 2000b], providing a global reference surface throughout the
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mission. Ocean waves are not a factor due to averaging over thousands of individual laser pulses

along 100 km to 10,000 km ocean segments. Luthcke et al. [2000b] have shown that the GLAS

laser attitude can be determined to the sub-arc sec (1-_) level from a 30 minute duration (i.e. 1/3

orbit) ocean sweeps, in which the spacecraft points off nadir in a slow, conical-shaped roll and

pitch maneuver up to a maximum of 5 °. This simulation employed realistic, worst-case error

models and included the effects of ocean surface waves. For practical considerations, ICESat's

ocean sweeps will be diamond-shaped, providing most of the simulated sensitivity. Present

plans call for one ocean sweep per week minimum, with more frequent sweeps during the initial

CV period. Biases will thus be assessed as a function of temporally varying parameters, such as

the orientation of the spacecraft with respect to the sun, which may thermally induce pointing

variations. The ocean-sweep simulations produce a sub-5cm range bias solution simultaneously

with the sub-arcsec level attitude bias determination [Luthcke et al., 2000b]. Applying the same

measurement model as used for ocean sweeps, range-residuals will also be evaluated against

Digital Elevation Models (DEMs) of stable landform surfaces by airborne laser altimeter

mapping.

For ICESat, the CRA is expected to provide cm-level verification of elevation differences at

cross-overs and improve the estimates of range and attitude biases. As with RRA, CRA uses the

GEODYN software suite. Constraint equations are formulated in terms of a minimum distance

between two intersecting altimeter profiles, instead of just the height difference at a crossover

point. The CRA approach was first developed to exploit the small footprint capability of laser

altimetry and to take into account the simultaneous improvement in range, attitude, and orbit

biases. Rowlands et al., [1999] demonstrated an order-of-magnitude improvement in the

accuracy of Mars Orbiting Laser Altimeter (MOLA) geolocation using CRA.

Residuals can also be formed between the geolocated laser footprints and the 3-dimensional

coordinates of land topography at reference sites having a high-resolution DEM. By differencing

the GLAS elevation profiles with DEM data, the GLAS accuracy can be assessed using methods

described in Rowlands et al. [2000]. ff the DEM has meter-level spatial resolution and

significant vertical structure within a GLAS footprint, it is further possible to conduct integrated

residual analysis for pulse waveforms. The time history of the laser backscatter from sloping

and/or vegetated terrain is compared with a synthesized waveform for validation of footprint

location and direct comparison with derived parameters (e.g. surface slope and vegetation

height). This process of waveform matching is described in Rowlands et al. [ 2000] and Blair &

Hofton [ 1999].

11. Data Products and Availability

The ICESat/GLAS standard data products are summarized in Table 11.1, and more detailed

information is given at http://glas.wff.nasa.gov/. The 16 standard data products (GLA01 to

GLAI6) will be created by the ICESat Science Investigator-led Processing System (I-SIPS) at

the Goddard Space Flight Center. After the initial calibration/validation period, the data will be
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processed and products sent within a few weeks following data collection to the National Snow

and Ice Data Center (NSIDC) ECS DAAC. NSIDC will distribute data requested by the

community of users. All products are time-ordered, as collected along track, and will be

distributed in granules (files) as defined in the table. Metadata (time, location, quality, etc) are

provided with each granule, so the metadata can be searched using NSIDC tools to determine

which granules to order. Several times during the mission, the data will be reprocessed to

provide improved products with improved algorithms.

Table 1 1.1 ICESat/GLAS Standard Data Products

Product

ID
GLA00

Granule size

Mbytes
6 hrs

Product Name

GLAS/ICESat-LeveI..)
L0 Global Instrument

Packet

Primary Intended Users

Instrument team, ISIPS

GLA01 - t,4 orbit 34 MB LIA Global Altimetry ISIPS, Science team,
altimeter scientists

GLA02 2 orbits 703 MB ISIPS, Science team

2 orbits 13 MB
6 hrs 610 MB

- _Aorbit 21 MB

- _Aorbit 9 MB

GLA03
GLA04

L 1A Global Atmosphere

L 1A Global Engineering
LIA Global Stellar

Reference and GPS

LIB Global Waveform-

based Ranse Corrections
LIB Global Elevations

GLA05

GLA06

GLA07 2 orbits 828 MB L1B Global Backscatter

GLA08 14 orbits 2 MB L2 Global PBL & Elev.

Aerosol Layer Heights
L2 Global Cloud Heights

for Multi-layer Clouds

GLA09 14 orbits 81 MB

GLA10 14 orbits 301 MB L2 Global Aerosol
Vertical Structure

GLA11 14 orbits 12 MB

GLA12 14 orbits 49 MB

GLAI3 14 orbits 22 MB

GLA14

GLAI5

14 orbits 273 MB

14 orbits 240 MB

L2 Global Thin Cloud/

Aerosol Optical Depths
L2 Polar Ice Sheet

Altimetry

L2 Sea Ice Altimetry
L2 Global Land Surface

Altimetry

L2 Ocean Altimetry
Global L3 Elevation and

Atmosphere (HDF-EOS)

14 orbits TBD MBGLA 16

ISIPS, Instrument team
Science and Instrument teams

ISIPS, Science team,
altimeter scientists

ISIPS, Science team,
altimeter scientists

ISIPS, Lidar scientists,
Science team

ISIPS, Atmospheric scientists

ISIPS, Atmospheric scientists

ISIPS, Atmospheric scientists

ISIPS, Atmospheric scientists

Ice scientists

Ice scientists
Land scientists and

topographic mapping
Ice and Ocean scientists

Multidisciplinary scientists

The products are defined as level 0, level 1, level 2, and level 3 according to the EOS standards.

Level 0 is the raw telemetry data, level 1 includes instrument parameters, and level 2 and 3 have

geophysical ice, ocean, atmosphere, and land parameters. The level 0 products in the EDOS

standard Production Data Set (PDS) format will be provided directly from the EOS Data and

Operations System (EDOS) in 6 hour files. The level 1 and level 2 products are in easy-to-read
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integer binary format. The GLAS team will supply NSIDC with readers in Fortran 90 and IDL

for all level 1 and level 2 products for distribution to users. For more general users with software

capable of reading HDF formats, a level-3 global-coverage product is provided in HDF-EOS

swath format, containing parameters at various data rates (surface elevations, surface height

distribution, minimum and maximum elevations, cloud and aerosol layers, and optical depths).

Additional level 3 and 4 products will be defined to include gridded digital elevation models and

atmospheric (lidar) backscatter images.

The levels 1 and 2 products are separated into surface-altimeter and atmosphere-related products.

Level la products are created from level 0 telemetry by applying instrument calibrations and

converting the data to science units. Level lb are created from level la products. The level 1 and

2 products are suited for detailed statistical analysis of along-track surface and atmospheric

properties, temporal changes, and comparisons with other altimetry missions. Level 1 data will

be mostly of interest to scientists familiar with altimetry or lidar measurements and the

corrections that are required to derive the along-track geophysical parameters. The level 2

products contain geophysical and atmospheric parameters with associated instrument and

geophysical corrections.

The level 1 altimetry products (GLA01, 05, and 06) are global products at 0.25 orbits per granule

with 1 second records, each record with one frame of data for 40 laser pulses. The granules are

started at +/- 50 deg latitude to separate the polar regions. GLA01 contains all telemetered data

related to altimetry, including the transmitted and received waveforms. GLA05 is an

intermediate product with information calculated from the waveforms. GLA06, which is

equivalent to the geophysical data records distributed for radar altimetry missions, contains

elevations corrected for tides and atmospheric delays, and surface characteristics within the

footprint. The level 2 elevation products (GLA12-15) are regional products (ice sheet, sea ice,

land, ocean) at 14 orbits per granule, starting and stopping at the same demarcation as the level 1

waveform and elevation products. Each regional product contains surface elevation, elevation

distribution, reflectance, and information related to surface roughness and slope at the 40/s pulse
rate.

The level 1 atmosphere products are at approximately 2 orbits per granule, time-ordered in 1

second records. GLA02 contains the normalized lidar signal, with fundamental corrections and

normalizations to the raw data, and an estimate of the height of the first bin in the profile and the

surface elevation. The level 2 atmospheric products are time-ordered 4-second records that

contain the specific set of parameters related to cloud layers, aerosol layers, cloud and aerosol

backscatter and extinction profiles, and optical depth.

12. Summary

The ICESat mission has a broad mixture of multidisciplinary scientific objectives in glaciology,

atmospheric science, climatology, and land processes, even though it carries only a single

instrument. The GLAS instrument has been designed with a combination of synergistic
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measurementcapabilities,withoutcompromisingtheprincipalscientificobjectiveof measuring
smallchangesin thesurfaceelevationsof thepolar icesheets.Thesmallwell-locatedfootprint
of the laserbeam,with a well-definedsurfacereflection,will significantlyimprovetheaccuracy
andcoverageof satellitealtimetermeasurementscomparedto prior satelliteradaraltimetry.
Also, thededicationof themissionto aprimaryscientificobjectiverequiredahigh-latitudeorbit
inclinationthat isoptimized for icesheetresearch.

The inclusionof the lidar channelin GLAS requiredapproximately50%higherpower in the
primary 1064nmlaserchannelandadditionaldetectorsandelectronics,whileutilizing thesame
telescopeandmanyothercommonelementsof the instrument,spacecraft,andtheoverall
mission. In return,theGLAS atmosphericmeasurementsnotonly broadenthescienceof the
ICESatmissionto studiesof theclimatic impactsof cloudsandaerosols,but will alsoimprove
out understandingof theeffectsof theatmosphereon theaccuracyof the icesheetaltimetry
measurements.In addition,ICESat'satmosphericmeasurementsshouldgreatlyimproveour
knowledgeof thedistribution,heights,andtypesof polarclouds. Previousmeasurementsof
cloudcoverin polar regionshavebeenvery limitedby thecapabilitiesof spacebornepassive
sensorsin thepolardarkness.Theinadequacyof suchknowledge,for example,seriouslylimited
ourability to makeaccurateestimatesof thepercentof polarcloudcoverthanwill obscurethe
GLAS primaryaltimeterrangemeasurementsover theicesheets.Also, of direct importance to

ice sheet science, will be improvements in our understanding of polar clouds and precipitation,

which is a major determinant of the surface mass balance of the ice sheets. While GLAS could

have been designed to operate only over the polar ice sheets, global operations enables

measurements of land and ocean topography for significant improvements in the accuracy of

land topography and a variety of applications that will develop as various investigators explore

the utility of ICESat data.

Initially, the major satellites in NASA's Earth Observing System (EOS) were each planned as a

series of three 5-year missions to systematically acquire global-change data sets for a period of

15 years. The first mission, Terra, was launched in December 1999 and the second mission,

Aqua, should be launched a few months before ICESat. The schedules and description of these

and associated missions are given at http://www.earth.nasa.gov/along with a research strategy

for follow-on missions. One category of observations is systematic measurements that are

needed for long-term continuity of data on critical environmental variables inherent in global

change. The NASA's research strategy notes that systematic is not necessarily synonymous with

continuous measurement, but continuous measurements are required when short-term natural

variability or calibration uncertainties between successive discontinuous records would mask

significant long-term trends. For example, overlapping measurement records from successive

sensors are required when no ground-based observation can provide an independent calibration

standard. Although the ERS-1 and ERS-2 missions and their radar altimeters are nearly

identical, their measurements over ice sheets were found to have a spatially-variant inter-satellite

bias of 5 to 40 cm that did not occur over oceans and could not have been discovered if the

mission operations had not overlapped. For ICESat, the calibration plan is intended to reduce the

vulnerability to gaps in successive laser altimetry mission. More important, however, are the
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seasonalandinterannualvariability in icesheetsurfaceelevationsandmassbalance.For
examples,thedatain Figures2.2for 7 yearsof elevationchangeandFigure2.4for 20yearsof
temperatureandsurfacemelting illustrateawell-know inter-annualvariability in ice-sheet
surfacemassbalanceandsurfaceclimatethat mightprecludedeductionsondecadal-scaletrends
from recordsof shortdurationor with gapsof severalyears.
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Figure !. 1 ICESat will carry the Geoscience Laser

Altimeter System (GLAS) for measurement of

changes in the size of Earth's polar ice sheets, the

heights of global clouds and aerosols, and global

land topography.

Figure 1.2. Snow accumulation on the polar ice

sheets is approximately balanced by ice flow

toward the margins where the ice below the

equilibrium line (Eq) melts or calves into icebergs.

Changes in the annual water exchange of about 8

mm of global sea level can be caused by changes

in the atmospheric/ocean temperatures or

circulations or by internal changes in the ice

dynamics. A 1 m change in the average ice-sheet

thickness of 2360 m would cause a global sea level

change of about 4 cm.
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Figure 1.3. The GLAS instrument on ICESat measures ranges to the

surface and to clouds and aerosols in the atmosphere using short laser

pulses at two frequencies• The satellite position is determined using

signals from the Global Positioning System of satellites. ICESat's
Orientation and the location of the laser beam on the surface are

determined by a star-tracking system•



Figure2.1. ICESatgroundtracksfor 183-dayrepeatcycleoverlainon
aSARimage(195kmN-S by205km E-W) of the icemarginin west-
centralGreenlandalongwith surfaceelevationcontours(100m
intervals)mappedfrom ERSradaraltimeterdata. Locationof theU. of
Colorado'sSwissCamp(69° 34.3' N, 49 ° 18.2' W) on the equilibrium
line at 1170 m elevation is shown in the center. The bare ice in the

ablation zone is darker than the firn above the equih'brium line where
darker summer-melt lakes are also vis_le.
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Figure 2.2. H(t) series for 2 locations in West Antarctica showing an

ice thickening of 11.9 cm/yr at Byrd Station (top) and a thinning of

20.5 cm/yr inland of Thwaites Glacier (bottom). Seasonal amplitude is

largely due to variations in the rate of firn compaction with the

minimum in March following the warmer summer temperatures. Time

series is constructed from sets of crossover averages between

successive 90-day intervals using crossovers within 100 km radius and
_ 250 m elevation of the location.
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Figure 2.3. Elevation change map of a portion of the West Antarctic

ice sheet showing up to -30 cm/yr thinning in the Pine Island/Thwaites

drainage basin in the Northeast and up to 25 cm/yr thickening along the
ridge between the Pine Island/Thwaites Glacier and the Ross Ice-Shelf

drainage basin in the western part. dH/dt values mapped on 50 km

grid are from multi-variate linear and sinusoidal fits to H(t) time series

of elevation differences at crossovers within 100 km radius and + 250

m elevation of the grid center.
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Figure 2.4. Mean extent of surface melting on the Greenland ice sheet

and average temperature anomalies at six coastal stations for

1979-1999. The increasing trend in melt extent is 0.97%/yr while the

temperatures warmed 0.24 C over the 21-year period. (Melt-

temperature correlation coefficient is 0.82.) Melt measurements are

from long-term satellite passive- microwave sensing.
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Figure 3. ! A nighttime (upper) and daytime (lower) simulation of the GLAS 532 nm

signal using aircraft lidar data acquired during the TOGA-COARE experiment.

Color coding represents the expected received signal in photons per height bin (76.8

meters/bin).



Figure 6. I - Views of GLAS showing at top the 3 laser

boxes (yellow) on the optical bench, 1- m diameter

telescope with shroud, heat pipe(red), and side radiators,
and at bottom the GLAS star tracker (pink), electronics

boxes, and the small telescope (grey) of the stellar

reference system.
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Ranging Error vs. Received Signal Photons/Pulse
Laser pulsewidth: 5ns FWHM
Waveform digitizer: 1Gs/s, 8 bits, signal 1/4 full scale
March 18, 1999
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Figure 6.2. Theoretical estimate of the GLAS ranging errors as a function of the detected photons/pulse for,

ratios and various pulse spreadings from surface slopes. The expected signals for clear-sky atmospheric tran

photons/pulse from terrain and 20,000 photons/pulse from snow/ice surfaces.
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Surface height & echo pulse shape
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Figure 6.3. The 1064-nm laser returns are digitized at 1 Ghz for the surface reflections and at

2MHz |br backscatter from thick clouds. The 532 nm returns are detected in 2 MHz photon

counters and integrated along track to increase the signal to noise ratio.
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Figure 7.1. Calculation of range and elevation distribution from typical transmitted and

received GLAS pulses.
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Laser Pulse Broadening by Surface Type
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Figure 7.2. Characteristics of returned laser pulse as a function of surface slope and
roughness, both of which broaden the pulse.
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